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Abstract—In recent years, robotics has been largely applied
to improve the efficiency of logistic processes. Pallets cover
a crucial role in the logistic flow, since they represent the
main way to store and ship items. When put onto pallets,
the items are wrapped with plastic films to protect them and
prevent them from falling. Despite being the first and necessary
operation for handling the stacked goods, unwrapping—the task
of removing the plastic films wrapped around the goods—has not
yet been satisfactorily automated. We propose the first robotic
solution for autonomous unwrapping of generally shaped pallets,
including both homogeneous and heterogeneous pallets. Force
and torque measurements are exploited to retrieve information
on the collisions between the end-effector and the wrapped items
or the plastic film. Based on the contact information, we design a
novel reactive planning strategy that makes the unwrapping task
effective and robust on pallets with uncertain position or shape.
We present the results of an extensive experimental campaign to
validate the proposed method.

Note to Practitioners—This work is motivated by the fact
that unwrapping machines are not yet common on the market.
The few commercial examples are usually bulky machines that
lack the flexibility to adapt to different and irregularly shaped
pallets. Thus, the crucial operation of removing the plastic film
around palletized goods is still mainly performed by hand.
Blade handling, ladders, and electrostatic shocks are sources of
potential injury. We propose a flexible, autonomous unwrapping
robot suitable for both cuboid and irregularly shaped pallets.
The robot is composed of a robotic arm, a custom cutting end-
effector, a vision module, and a suitable planning and control
unit. The reduced dimensions allow it to be mounted on a mobile
base. The robot has been successfully tested on different pallet
configurations. However, extensive testing in real-world scenarios
should be carried out to assess both reliability and time efficiency
in more realistic working conditions. Moreover, real pallets can
reach considerable heights. Thus, a prismatic joint should be
integrated to address such cases. Finally, unwrapping in the
presence of typical plastic straps and different types of film,
e.g., the shrink one, is to be evaluated.

Index Terms—Flexible Manufacturing Systems, Robot Motion,
Automation
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed autonomous unwrapping robot for logis-
tics. The perception system acquires off-line some information of the pallet
(pp) and provides an estimate (p̂p) to the planning algorithm. Based on this,
a rough desired trajectory (pd) is planned for the custom cutting end-effector
of the impedance-controlled manipulator. During the task execution, a force
and torque (F/T) sensor continuously provides wrench measurements (F, τ ) to
the contact interpretation block, which detects contacts, computes the location
of the contact point on the robot end-effector, and, relying on contextual
knowledge, infers the contact nature (e.g., expected vs. unexpected). Hence,
the planning module refines the reference trajectory accordingly on the fly.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing volumes of the logistc flow have been
leading many modern companies towards the adoption

of more efficient and agile solutions [1], [2]. The employ-
ment of automated robotic solutions to the logistic processes
—robotics-logistics, as it is referred to in [3]—plays a central
role in the ongoing warehouse transformation.

The material movement within the logistic flow largely
involves pallets on which the items are stored and easily
moved. Stacking objects onto pallets has been estimated as
the most widely used method of bulk shipping, accounting
for over 60% of the volume of goods shipped worldwide [9].
According to the leading market research company Imarc, the
global pallet market reached a volume of 6.87 Billion Units in
2018, and it is expected to reach 9.18 billion units by 20241.
The increasing trend in the pallet market is also confirmed by
other recent data analyses, which show forecasts covering a
period up to 20292.

Items stacked onto pallets are usually wrapped with a
plastic film to protect them from environmental conditions and
prevent them from falling. Thus, the removal of the plastic

1https://www.imarcgroup.com/pallet-market
2https://www.persistencemarketresearch.com/market-research/pallets-

market.asp
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film, i.e., the unwrapping, is a preliminary and necessary
operation to make these items accessible for picking.

Even though the automation of logistic operations has been
growing fast in the latest years, autonomous unwrapping
has not been solved yet. Due to the perception and control
challenges as well, unwrapping is still mainly performed by
humans. With the recent pandemic outbreak, a higher and
higher interest in warehouse automation has risen [4] in view
of the importance of preventing person-to-person interactions
and, consequently, potential spreading of the contagion [5]. As
claimed in [6], “discussing the potential new robot capabilities
and fields they applied to, we expect the robotics industry to
take a leap forward due to this unexpected pandemic”, and
“[palletizing and depalletizing robots] get increased through-
put while practicing social distancing at the same time”. Thus,
the necessity of automating the crucial task of unwrapping
seems now more urgent than ever. Furthermore, unwrapping
automation may improve the safety of workplaces in other
ways. In fact, while reducing the physical strain and the
manual execution of repetitive tasks, automation of pallet
unwrapping would avoid the need for ladders and prevent
the risk of static electric shocks while manually handling the
plastic film, according to BW Packaging System company3.

The few autonomous solutions available in the market for
unwrapping, and better detailed in Section II, are usually
bulky machines that exclusively work on properly designed
pallets. In other words, there is space for novel and flexible
solutions. As a matter of fact, flexibility is a key feature for
the expansion of e-commerce, which is leading toward the
necessity of moving an enormous amount of different packages
within the same warehouses [7].

In our previous work, [8], we tackled the problem of
autonomous unwrapping for cuboid pallets. We introduced
a novel platform composed of a mobile base with a small
footprint and an impedance-controlled light-weight robotic
manipulator endowed with a custom cutting end-effector, and
we proposed a planning strategy validated with experiments.

However, perfectly cuboid pallets cover just a part (and
probably not even the majority) of all the pallets inside
warehouses. For this reason, in this work, we focus on more
generally shaped pallets, including those composed of objects
also different from each other (heterogeneous pallets).

This paper proposes a novel robotic platform that au-
tonomously cuts the plastic film that seals cuboid and/or gen-
erally shaped pallets. Thanks to a dedicated reactive planning
strategy, the robot can also work on non-perfectly known
parcels. Indeed, as mentioned in [9], our experience suggests
that it is crucial to endow the system with some awareness of
the current execution status. In this way, uncertainties in the
knowledge of the environment can be handled, and unexpected
collisions detected and properly addressed. After integrating
a force and torque sensor to the platform described in [8],
we exploit online force and torque feedback into a reactive
planning strategy. A picture of the proposed system and its
main components is shown in Fig. 1. Collisions between

3https://www.bwintegratedsystems.com/docs/default-source/literature/
material-handling/robotic unwrapper hr.pdf?sfvrsn=d3fbe398 4

the robot end-effector and the environment are detected and
their exact location on the end-effector is estimated. Hence,
collisions are classified into intentional and accidental, and
proper reactions are planned accordingly. The proposed robotic
solution has been extensively tested on different combinations
of stacked and wrapped objects. The results of experiments
validating the proposed approach are presented.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Industrial Solutions

As already mentioned, the unwrapping task is mainly
performed by human operators. It is emblematic that even
the most advanced integrated solutions for almost completely
autonomous warehouses, i.e., systems of machines that accom-
plish all the intralogistics phases, do not include the automatic
execution of the unwrapping phase, for which the presence of
a human operator is required. Examples of these autonomous
systems are, e.g., the solutions offered by Dematic4, the TATO-
20R depalletizer by MAS PACK, in which “the presence of
the operator is required only for the functions of removal of
protection wrapping in the pallet unwrapping station.”5, or
Swisslog’s ACPaQ6.

We now review the few automatic unwrapping machines
available on the market. An example is the MSK7 fully
automatic unwrapping machine, which is composed of a
portal frame under which the palletized items are placed. A
large metal structure cuts the wrapping film. Hence, a rolling
cylinder connected to the portal moves around the pallet and
winds the sheet. Eventually, the sheet is suctioned under the
machine. Compared to our solution, this machine has a large
footprint and is designed to work only on cuboid pallets.

Another example is the BW automatic unwrapper8. The
unwrapper consists of a robotic arm of considerable size that
melts the plastic with a hot air gun. No labels, tags, tapes,
and the like are allowed in the cutting region. The suitable
items to be unwrapped are bulk glass or plastic bottles and
aluminum or steel cans. The hot air gun might be unsuitable
for unwrapping, e.g., pallets of food items, carton boxes, and
delicate materials in general. Moreover, the wrap must be of
the stretch type and pre-stretched of at least 200% in order
for the machine to succeed in melting the plastic using steam.
Besides, that platform is bulkier than the solution we propose
and is not conceived to work on irregularly shaped pallets.

An interesting approach available on the market is repre-
sented by the VARO unwrapping machine9. A custom cutter
cuts the stretch film from products on pallets. This platform
has a smaller footprint than the previous ones. However,
compared to this solution, we also consider parcels for which
the profile to be cut is not perfectly known a priori.

4https://www.dematic.com/en/
5https://www.maspack.com/en/depalletizers/
6https://www.swisslog.com/en-us/products-systems-solutions/picking-

palletizing-order-fulfillment/robot-based-robotics-fully-automated/mixed-
case-palletizing-acpaq

7https://www.mskcovertech.com/solutions/unwrapping-systems/
unwrapping-machine-pallets/

8https://www.bwintegratedsystems.com/docs/default-source/literature/
material-handling/robotic unwrapper hr.pdf?sfvrsn=d3fbe398 4

9https://www.varounwrapping.com/

https://www.bwintegratedsystems.com/docs/default-source/literature/material-handling/robotic_unwrapper_hr.pdf?sfvrsn=d3fbe398_4
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https://www.varounwrapping.com/
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Eventually, many available platforms apply solely to specific
objects and, thus, lack the flexibility of our proposed solution.
An example is the machine by H&C Automated Solutions10,
a de-bagging robot for removing the plastic case from boxed-
shaped blocks of cheese. Inside a fixed station, two six-degree-
of-freedom robotic arms are used; one cuts the plastic bag
while the other removes the cut bag with a suction cup. The
blocks of cheese are fed to the machine on a conveyor belt.
Other examples are the automatic unwrappers by Autorema11

and the CSW-Multifeeder series12, which are designed for
packets of end-cans.

In the end, after having analyzed the state-of-the-art so-
lutions to automatic unwrapping, we can conclude that the
available automatic machines usually work on properly shaped
items. The underlying hypothesis is always that the pallet is
has a cuboid structure. Eventually, the available solutions are
usually non-relocatable and bulky and occupy a large surface
of the warehouse. Instead, we propose a small-footprint, easily
relocatable robot that can unwrap both cuboid and generally
shaped items also when the shape assumed by the wrapping
film is not perfectly known. Our robot represents a novel con-
tribution to the state of the art of autonomous unwrapping, and
we think that it would be of great interest to the practitioners
in the field.

B. Robotic Cutting

Although, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, au-
tonomous unwrapping robots have not been proposed in the
robotic literature, the autonomous execution of other cutting
tasks has received the attention of the research community.
Cutting tasks, especially in non-perfectly structured environ-
ments, are critical in a wide range of robotic applications
—typical applications are surgical procedures and nuclear
decommissioning. Hence, in the literature, cutting robots are
usually human-assisted, too, and cutting tasks are executed
under shared control paradigms [10].

On the other hand, active force control has been proposed
in [11] for the autonomous cut of uncertain profiles. The
inclusion of force information in the control [12] is a classic
solution to increase the robustness. However, force control
may, in general, have stability issues and requires high band-
width [13].

In [14], the problem of precision-cut of metallic industrial
pieces is addressed. In that context, the position of the object
is known exactly. Consequently, very accurate positioning of
the cutting robot end-effector leads to exploiting measured
forces to online compensate the end-effector deviations caused
the robot compliance. A different perspective is adopted in
[15], where a rough cut instead of a precision cut is sought.
A path planning algorithm based on sampling points on the
point cloud of the object to cut is envisioned. The path
has user-assigned initial and final points and is generated so
that it maximizes the robot manipulability in between. Being
the initial and final points the only ones assigned a priori,

10https://mhmautomation.com/product/h-c-mechanical-de-bagger
11https://autorema.com/en/can-making-industry/
12https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnLEEi9ZY5I

the planner modifies the trajectory on the fly in order to
comply with forces arising during the cut. The method only
works on smooth surfaces and, thus, may not be suitable for
cutting the plastic film around products on pallets —typically
characterized by sharp edges.

In [16], targeting the meat industry, a method for cutting
beef shoulders using two robotic manipulators, where one cuts
and the other pulls the separated part, is proposed. In [17],
the same authors propose a combination of visual servoing
and force control to cut soft materials. A camera is used
to control the orientation of the cutting tool not to rely on
noisy force measurements, while force control ensures that
too high resistive forces are avoided by adjustments of the tool
configuration. The method relies on a complex model of the
soft object dynamics, derived thanks to an accurate knowledge
of the beef shoulder, and is thus not trivially applicable to
our target application, in which the plastic film, not easy to
model, is known with uncertainty. Indeed, we aim to achieve
great flexibility, thus a certain independence from the accurate
object model is sought in our work.

C. Reactive Planning

Reactive motion planning algorithms, i.e., algorithms that
reactively modify a pre-planned robot trajectory to account
for unpredicted changes in the environment, have been widely
exploited, especially for mobile robots [18]–[21]. Sensor feed-
back has been envisioned, e.g., as a useful tool to robustify
robotic grasp —contact information has been exploited in
[22]–[24], and proximity sensors have been used, e.g., in [25],
[26]. In [27], a reactive trajectory planner is proposed and
tested on a bin-picking use casein which deviations of the
generated trajectory are triggered by the proximity with the
environment, sensed thanks to an artificial skin on the robot. In
[28] and [29], a reactive planner for bi-manual picking tasks in
logistics is introduced. Contact detection is exploited to adjust
pre-defined motion primitives on the fly so as to adapt to a
non-perfectly-known environment. Compared to those works,
in this paper we also require to isolate the contact point on
the end-effector.

D. Contact State Identification

The different contact isolation and identification methods
presented in the literature may be classified based on (i)
the nature of the algorithm, the most common classes be-
ing model-based analytical methods [30]–[32] and learning
methods [33]–[35]; (ii) the sensors used for the estimation,
usually either proprioceptive sensors, such as joint position
and velocity sensors [32] or joint torque sensors [33], [34],
[36], or external force and torque sensors [31], [37], vision
sensors [38], and tactile sensors [35]. In general, relying on
proprioceptive sensors requires a less complex and less ex-
pensive setup. However, exploiting also external measurements
can provide configuration-free and singularity-independent es-
timations [39]. Increased robustness to modeling errors can be
provided by learning-based approaches, which, on the other
hand, require time and effort for the training. [40] and [36]
propose particle filters to estimate the contact location on a

https://mhmautomation.com/product/h-c-mechanical-de-bagger
https://autorema.com/en/can-making-industry/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnLEEi9ZY5I
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Schematic representations of two different pallets: (a) 2D and 3D views of a homogeneous cuboid pallet made of cylindrical items. The cuboid
profile is highlighted by a black dotted line; (b) 2D and 3D views of a heterogeneous pallet with a stepped profile. The pallet is composed of box-shapes and
cylindrical objects. The stepped profile is highlighted by a dotted black line.

robotic arm; multiple iterations and explorative movements are
necessary and represent a drawback.

Contact classification, e.g., the distinction of intentional
and unintentional contact events, usually relies on learning
algorithms. Indeed, defining manually the appropriate features
of the external force/torque signals that allow to perform such
distinction is usually not trivial. Contact classification based
on learning algorithms is proposed for a humanoid robot that
physically interact with a human in [41] and, using an end-
to-end approach, in [42]. Contact-state recognition based on
supervised learning is proposed in [43] to perform autonomous
peg-in-hole tasks using a force and torque sensor at the wrist.
[44] uses, instead, joint torque and e-e position to build
different indicators, using a Gaussian Mixture Model, based
on which a rule-based classifier determines the contact state.
[45] performs contact classification in a pen cap closing task
requiring manual labelling of the training dataset.

In our work, given the specific task considered, we use
a closed-form solution for the contact isolation on the end-
effector. We assume collisions only on the end-effector, hence,
a force-torque sensor at the wrist is especially suitable and al-
lows for configuration-independent estimation. The estimation
of the contact-point location based on wrench measurements
has been first proposed in [31]. Then, many works have fol-
lowed those steps —see, e.g., [46] and [47]. The algorithm we
use is, indeed, adapted from [31]. Based on contact isolation,
we define manually a set of rules for contact classification. In
this work, we opt for a simple solution based on understanding
of the problem, since data-driven methods like the previously
mentioned ones require more complex algorithms and an
effort for the generation of a sufficiently general training
dataset. However, they remain a viable alternative that might
be necessary for isolation and classification in the presence of
more complex end-effector geometry or application context.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section better frames the problem that we aim to
solve, identifying the main challenges, and the typical shapes
assumed by the objects stacked on a pallet and by the wrapping
plastic film.

A. Unwrapping Challenges
In our previous work [8], we divide the unwrapping task

into four main phases:

• Pallet detection can be considered as solved in the liter-
ature. It has been addressed, e.g., in [48], in which they
present Robolift, an autonomous forklift carrier capable
of performing pallets recognition and estimating the pallet
pose. In [49] an autonomous outdoor robotic forklift is
able to safely engage unknown pallets, while in [50] the
reader can find references to pallet detection methods
for logistics leveraging different working principles, from
laser scanners to vision-based methods or sensor fusion.

• Film detection is, instead, more critical and cannot be
considered completely solved yet. In this phase, the
challenge is to reliably distinguish between the portions
covered by the plastic and those uncovered, despite
changes in the light conditions, object materials and
colors, and the number of film layers. State-of-the-art
methods for general surface reflectance characterization
[51], [52] require custom light and detector setups. Exist-
ing industrial sensors, such as the SICK OPR20G glare
sensor, require close proximity to the material. None
of these solutions are suitable for easy deployment on
a mobile robot in a warehouse setting. Anyway, rough
information about the plastic film distribution on the
objects could be sufficient for the unwrapping execution.
In the following, we suppose to have knowledge about at
least a region of the objects not covered in plastic, from
which the cut can be initiated.

• Film cut is the main focus of this work. The main
challenges of this phase consist of engaging the plastic
film and successfully complete the cut without losing the
engagement. An important requirement is accomplishing
the task while preventing any damage to the underlying
objects, despite the uncertainties.

• Film removal consists of removing the plastic film
from the items once it has been successfully cut. This
operation, necessary in a final integrated unwrapping
station, may be considered already solved in the state
of the art and is not directly tackled in our work. Our
system can be integrated with different possible solutions
dedicated to film removal, such as switching the cutting
end-effector with one that moves the film away from the
pallet 13 and having the fallen film suctioned under the
floor7.

13https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSvOnT8y6-E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSvOnT8y6-E
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Fig. 3. 2D view of a schematic representation of a wrapped heterogeneous
pallet. The plastic film that wraps the objects is represented as a light blue
line and is supposed to distribute along lines of different slopes along the
convex hull of the objects.

B. Pallet Profile

In this section, we identify the profile that pallets considered
in this work may assume. First, the pallets can be homoge-
neous, namely made of identical objects, or heterogeneous,
namely made of objects of different sizes and/or shapes,
stacked together. We shall consider both cases.

Let us consider box-shaped items, which are the most
commonly shipped [53], [54], and cylindrical bins, two main
different scenarios can occur.

From one side, there is the simplest and ideal scenario:
the overall pallet shape is a cuboid. This is more likely to
happen for homogeneous pallets. Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic
representation of a cuboid profile made of homogeneous
cylindrical objects stacked together.

From the other side, the overall pallet profile may not be
a cuboid, but it may assume an irregular shape. We suppose
that the objects are placed such that they lie on one of their
faces so that the emerging profile is made of consecutive steps.
Again, a stepped profile emerges when considering either box-
shaped or cylindrical objects. This profile may occur with
either homogeneous or heterogeneous pallets. First, identical
items might be stacked so that they do not complete a cuboid.
Second, the stepped profile can be made of heterogeneous
objects, as in Fig. 2(b). Irregular profiles of the parcel units are
quite common and can be due not only to the heterogeneity
of single units—common in grocery, beverage distribution
centers, and parcel services [55]—but also to the presence of
defects in the underlying pallet [56].

In conclusion, we consider pallets with a cuboid profile or
a stepped profile, which can be homogeneous or heteroge-
neous and composed of box-shaped and/or cylindrical items.
Although other more irregular shapes may occur, the addressed
cases cover a large part of real-case scenarios.

C. Film Profile

The profiles of the pallets do not always provide the
actual profile the cutter must follow in order to accomplish
the unwrapping task. Indeed, especially in non-homogeneous
pallets, the profile provided by the plastic film presence must
be taken into account.

We always suppose that the plastic is wrapped only around
the lateral surface of the pallet —lateral wrapping—or also
partially around the top surface of the pallet —incomplete
top-wrapping. There is actually another possibility, consisting
of the pallet being completely covered in plastic. This case

Fig. 4. Custom cutting end-effector composed of a circular blade (1)
encapsulated into a plastic case that has a tooth in its lower part (2) with
a protruding tip (3). The end-effector is attached by means of a flange (4) to
a force torque sensor (5), in turn mounted on the last joint of a robotic arm.

can be reported to the incomplete top wrapping provided that
a hole is produced on the top surface. We do not tackle the
problem of creating holes in the film so that we suppose to
fall inside the two aforementioned cases.

Of course, the wrapping plastic film adapts its shape to
that of the underlying objects. Specifically, we suppose that
the profile of the plastic film distributes along consecutive
segments of different slopes that constitute the convex hull
of the pallet. See Fig. 3 for a schematic representation. As
it will be clear in the following, this simplifying assumption
facilitates the estimation of the film profile. We are aware
that such a hypothesis may lead to an approximation of the
actual profile of the film, especially if the shape of the stacked
objects is irregular and the film is very much stretched or,
e.g., belongs to the shrink type. In those cases, it is more
likely that the plastic film generates curving lines between
consecutive steps on the pallet. However, as it is explained
in the following, the uncertainties introduced at this stage are
effectively managed during the execution of the unwrapping
task by proper planning of the robot trajectory.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We propose a novel strategy for unwrapping a large class
of parcels using the platform that we first introduced in [8].
The robotic platform is composed of a camera to acquire
the pallet information and of a robotic manipulator controlled
via a Cartesian impedance law and equipped with a custom
cutting end-effector. Cartesian impedance control law allows
designing a desired compliance of the cutting end-effector,
thus controlling the robot physical interaction behavior (the
interested reader may refer to Chapter 9 of [57] for more
details). The custom end effector has been designed after
experimental evaluation of the pros and cons of different
existing tools used manually by a human user. The final
solution consists of a circular and rotating blade concealed
into a plastic case. The protection of the blade is thought for
safety reasons, to protect the underlying items from potential
damage, and for improving the cut effectiveness. In fact, the
tooth underneath the blade helps maintain the engagement of
the film. Figure 4 contains a picture of the custom cutting end-
effector, where its main components are highlighted. Thanks
to the reduced dimensions, the whole robot can be easily
mounted on a mobile base as shown in [8]. In this work,
the mobile base is not exploited, but it can grant a higher
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manipulation space to the robot provided that suitable whole-
body control laws are implemented. Furthermore, it makes the
robot easily relocatable in the warehouse. A picture of the
system is provided in Fig. 1. The reader is referred to [8] for
a more detailed description of the end-effector hardware.

According to our past experience, it is crucially important
to confer to the robot a certain awareness of the current task
execution status. To do so, in this work we provide the robot
with a force and torque sensor at the wrist, as shown in Fig.
4. The measurements acquired by the torque and force sensor
are used for contact detection, which, in turn, is exploited to
augment the knowledge of the surrounding environment. This
enables reactive planning, which allows a robust task execu-
tion. This is particularly useful in realistic scenarios. Typical
sources of uncertainties that make a robust task execution
necessary are on the pallet position and size acquired by a
perception system in the pallet detection phase (caused, e.g.,
by sensor noise, vision algorithm approximations, calibration
errors, changing light conditions) and on the robot’s pose
(due, e.g., to active and mechanical compliance and modelling
errors). In the case a mobile base is used, self-localization
errors may also contribute. In the remainder of this section,
we first describe the control law of the robotic manipulator in
Section IV-A. Then, in Section IV-B we detail the proposed
reactive planner used to generate the reference motion for the
end-effector, while Sections IV-C and IV-D are dedicated to
the description of the collision classification and reaction, and
the collision detection and isolation, respectively. In Section
IV-E the strategy used to perform environment categorization,
i.e., to distinguish between tip-contacts against the plastic
film or the underlying objects is presented and, eventually,
the strategy used to carry out the engagement of the film is
presented in Section IV-F.

A. Control

In this section, we briefly describe the Cartesian impedance
control law for the unwrapping task.

Consider a vector of joint configuration variables q ∈ Rn,
being n the number of joints, and use Newton’s notation for
differentiation to express the time derivative of a signal, so
that q̇, q̈ ∈ Rn are the configuration velocity and acceleration
vectors, respectively. Consider the pose of the end-effector xe.
The operational space dynamics is then expressed by [58]:

Λ(q)ẍe + µ(q, q̇) + J̄Tg(q) = f + fext, (1)

where Λ(q) = (JM(q)−1JT)
−1, being J the end-effector

Jacobian matrix and M(q) ∈ Rn×n the configuration-
space inertia matrix; J̄ = M(q)−1JTΛ(q), f = J̄Tτ and
fext = J̄Tτext, where τ ∈ Rn is the control inputs vector
and τext ∈ Rn models the effect of external forces and
torques in the joint space; µ(q, q̇) = J̄Tc(q, q̇)− Λ(q)J̇ q̇,
where c(q, q̇) ∈ Rn×n contains the Coriolis and centrifugal
terms, and, finally, g(q) ∈ Rn is the vector containing the
gravity terms. Note that the dependency of the Jacobian matrix
on the vector of joint configuration variables has been omitted
for the sake of clarity, and the same apply in the following for
all the quantities. The impedance control law [59] modulates

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the trajectory of the cutter during the
unwrapping. The cutter is depicted in black, the boxes in the underlying pallet
are brown, and the plastic film is the light-blue line.

the dynamic behavior of the robot. One obtains the following
dynamic behavior of the closed-loop system:

Λd
˜̈xe +D˜̇xe +Kx̃e = fe (2)

choosing the following input [60]:

τ =g + JT(µ̄+ Λ(ẍd
e + Λ−1

d (D˜̇xe+

+Kx̃e)) + (ΛΛ−1
d − I6))fext, (3)

in which the superscript (·)d indicates the desired value of
the quantity it is referred to, the notation (̃·) = (·)d − (·) is
used to denote the error, µ̄ is such that µ̄ = µẋe, I6 is the
identity matrix of size 6, Λd, D, and K are positive definite
symmetric matrices defining the desired inertia, damping and
stiffness of the closed-loop system, as it were a mass-spring-
damper system connected to the desired frame.

A simpler control law not requiring the external force
feedback is the compliance control, which is not capable of
reshaping the robot inertia. It is obtained by imposing Λd = Λ
in (3) and is the one used in this work.

Specifically, for our experiments, we used the Cartesian
impedance controller provided by Franka14 that also assumes
zero target acceleration and velocity, i.e., ẍd

e = ẋd
e = 0

leading to the following control law:

τ =c+ g + JT(−Dẋe +Kx̃e). (4)

B. Reactive Planner

In this section, we provide a description of the overall
reactive planning architecture.

The first step is to plan the trajectory of the end-effector so
that it follows the profile of the plastic film estimated, e.g., by
a vision system. The vision system can provide an estimated
profile of the pallet wrapped in plastic, which is affected by
some uncertainty. Typically, for instance, RGB-D cameras do
not perceive the transparent plastic layer in a reliable way.
However, it is possible to process the point cloud and compute
its convex hull. Thus, under the hypothesis introduced in
Section III-C about the distribution of the plastic film along the
convex hull of the objects, we can easily estimate the plastic
film profile. Based on this estimation, the end-effector of the
robot should move along segments with different slopes.

14https://github.com/frankaemika/franka ros/tree/noetic-devel/franka
example controllers/src

https://github.com/frankaemika/franka_ros/tree/noetic-devel/franka_example_controllers/src
https://github.com/frankaemika/franka_ros/tree/noetic-devel/franka_example_controllers/src
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Two pathological conditions that might take place in the case of a cuboid pallet characterized by an incomplete top wrapping: (a) The cutter rotates
too early remaining stuck against the pallet surface while trying to cut downward; (b) The cutter rotates too late causing the rupture of the film.

Whenever the slope of the plastic film changes and the
end-effector proceeds forward, contacts against the plastic film
occur and can be detected. Consequently, the cutter is rotated
on the spot to align itself to the new slope of the plastic
film. Eventually, it follows the new line, and so on. To better
visualize this idea, a schematic representation is available
in Fig. 5. The intentional contacts on the tip of the cutter
against the plastic film, which trigger the cutter rotation, are
visualized with a red symbol. Movements forward of the cutter
are indicated with red dashed arrows, and cutter rotations are
signaled by red arrows.

It is worth highlighting how the exploitation of the contact
information allows correcting the uncertainties that affect the
knowledge of the environment provided by the perception
system. In Fig. 6, we provide two different examples of
pathological conditions that may take place under uncertain
knowledge of the pallet edge position and that can be managed
in an effective way through contact-based reactive planning.
Without proper reactive planning, these conditions would
result in task failure. Note that failure due to the wrong
detection of the edge of the pallet constituted the greatest
source of failure in the experiments shown in our previous
work [8].

The importance of collision detection for modern physically
interacting robots has been well highlighted in [30]. In that
work, the fundamental steps of the collision management
pipeline have been defined. The first step is collision detection,
which returns a boolean output that informs whether a collision
has occurred or not. This phase typically requires online signal
monitoring, especially of force and torque measurements.
Hence, whenever a collision is detected, the collision isolation
phase takes place. This phase consists of the estimation of the
exact contact location on the robot body. Hence, the exact
contact wrench is estimated—collision identification—and the
collision classification can take place. This is the phase in
which the collision is interpreted, and hence classified into,
e.g., intentional or accidental. According to [30], this phase
typically requires some knowledge of the context. The final
step of the pipeline is the proper reaction to the collision
event. In the remainder of this section, we explain each step
of our collision management pipeline, which fits the structure
proposed in [30].

First, the skeleton of our reactive planner is composed of
a finite state machine, as schematically depicted in Fig. 7.
As already mentioned, the starting point for defining the end-

effector trajectory that is required to execute the cut is based
on the plastic film estimated profile. More specifically, the
trajectory is a broken line that follows the plastic film profile.
The different values of slope and the points where the slope
is expected to change (and hence a collision between the end-
effector and the plastic to take place) can be stored. In order
to achieve the sought robot behavior, the overall trajectory is
hence decomposed into states of the finite-state machine.

Some states are defined to perform the initial engagement
of the plastic film, better detailed in Section IV-F, and labeled
as FILM ENGAGEMENT in Fig. 7.

After this initialization procedure, one fundamental state
corresponds to a forward motion of the cutting end-
effector—labeled as MOVE FORWARD in Fig. 7; the other
basic state corresponds to a rotation of the end-effector on
the spot aimed to align it to the slope of the subsequent
film segment —this state is labeled as ROTATE in Fig. 7.
Note that “forward” as well as similar expressions that can
be found in the following to refer to commanded end-effector
movements, is expressed in a local frame fixed to the cutter.
“Forwards” means in a direction aligned with the tooth of the
cutter pointing to the tip; we shall write “backwards” to refer
to the opposite movement. “Upwards” refers to a movement in
the direction orthogonal to the tooth of the cutter and pointing
from the base of the cutter towards its center; an opposite
motion is referred to as “downwards”. Rotations can be either
clockwise and counterclockwise.

Additional states—generally labeled as CORRECTIONS in
Fig. 7 —contain pieces of trajectory purposely designed as
reactions to adjust the pre-planned path to the environment.
The transitions between two states are triggered either by
the reaction to a detected, isolated, identified, and classified
collision (from MOVE FORWARD to ROTATE or to COR-
RECTIONS) or by the completion of a predefined movement
(e.g., from ROTATE to MOVE FORWARD).

C. Collision Classification and Reaction

The classification procedure discriminates between two
main classes of collisions: accidental and intentional. The
former is due to imperfect knowledge of the environment
(typically, a wrong estimation of the slope of the plastic film
segments); the latter is expected, in the sense that our planning
strategy expects such a collision to take place in order to
complete the task execution, (i.e., a collision between the tip
of the cutter and the plastic film when this is supposed to
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Fig. 7. A schematic representation of the overall reactive planning strategy. The trajectory that the end-effector (e-e) must execute is first derived from the
information provided by the perception block, which estimated the plastic film profile from the point cloud (PC) of the scene. The refined reference trajectory
comes from the Finite-State Machine block, in which each state contains a piece of the trajectory. After an initialization phase (FILM ENGAGEMENT), the
cutter moves forward (MOVE FORWARD state). The transition between the states is triggered by Contact Classification (enabled by the force and torque (F/T)
data and by the knowledge of the robot state, especially the e-e position), or by the completion of a predefined movement, e.g., a rotation. If an intentional
contact takes place, the cutter rotates (ROTATE block) to align itself to the slope of the plastic film. If an accidental collision is detected, instead, a corrective
action takes place (states contained into the CORRECTIONS block). In this way, the reference trajectory is planned on the fly and sent to the robot.

TABLE I
CONTACT CLASSIFICATION AND REACTION

ABOVE BELOW TIP

OBJECT N.D. ACCIDENTAL ACCIDENTAL

FILM ACCIDENTAL N.D.
EXPECTED E-E

POSITION
UNEXPECTED E-E

POSITION

INTENTIONAL ACCIDENTAL

ABOVE BELOW TIP

OBJECT N.D. MOVE
UPWARDS

MOVE BACKWARDS,
THEN UPWARDS

FILM N.D.

EXPECTED E-E
POSITION

UNEXPECTED E-E
POSITIONMOVE

DOWNWARDS GO TO
THE ROTATE STATE

MOVE BACKWARDS
THEN ROTATE

The left table contains the output of the contact classification phase, and the right table contains the output of the contact reaction phase, where N.D. stands
for not defined. The inputs of the tables are the result of the collision isolation phase and of the environment categorization phase. The bottom right part of
the tables is further split based on an additional input, i.e., the position of the end-effector in the world. This is an expected position if it corresponds to a
point in which, based on the estimated profile of the film, we expect the film to change its slope, or an unexpected position otherwise.

change its slope, as represented in Fig. 5). The classification
procedure takes as inputs the result of the previous isolation
phase, the position of the robot end-effector in the world, and
the information telling if the cutter collides against an item
on the pallet or the plastic film. Let us call this last phase
environment categorization. The isolation phase computes the
location of the contact point on the surface of the end-effector,
distinguishing among contacts below the tooth of the end-
effector, above it, or on its tip. Contact isolation is detailed
in Section IV-D. The procedure to distinguish contacts against
items from contacts against the plastic film is explained in
Section IV-E.

The outputs of contact classification and reaction, which
determines the behavior of the robot end-effector, are summa-
rized in Table I and explained in the following.

• Contacts below and contacts above the tooth of the
cutter are regarded as accidental. In fact, ideally, the
cutter would follow the profile of the plastic film exactly,
without pulling the film upwards—generating contacts
above the tooth—nor pushing against the underlying
boxes—generating contacts below the tooth. The reaction
to these collisions is a transition between the MOVE
FORWARD state to one state of the CORRECTIONS
block that makes the end-effector move downwards (if the

collision is above) or upwards (if the collision is below)
until the corresponding collision is not detected anymore.

• Contacts on the tip of the cutter may be against the
objects stacked on the pallet or against the plastic film.
Pushing against the objects with the tip of the cutter is
always classified as an accidental collision. The reaction
is a transition between the MOVE FORWARD state to
one state of the CORRECTIONS block that makes the
end-effector move backward until the tip does not collide
anymore, and then upwards. The upward motion stops
when a contact above (against the plastic film) is detected.
Hence, the robot can go back into the MOVE FORWARD
state to keep executing the cutting task.

• A tip-contact against the plastic film may be classified
either as accidental or intentional. If it takes place when
the position of the end-effector in the world corresponds
to the region in which we expect the plastic film to change
its slope, the collision is classified as intentional. In fact,
it informs the robot that the slope of the plastic film has
changed and hence that it should rotate accordingly. The
reaction is a transition between the MOVE FORWARD
state to the ROTATE state. The direction of the rotation
is so that the cutter aligns itself with the following plastic
film segment. The region in which the plastic film is
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expected to change its slope is based on the estimation
of the film distribution provided by the vision module.

• On the other hand, tip-contacts against the plastic film
that take place out of the expected regions are classified as
accidental and are due to the wrong alignment between
the end-effector and the current segment of the plastic
film. In this case, the reaction is a transition between the
MOVE FORWARD state to one state of the CORREC-
TIONS block that makes the end-effector move backward
until the contact is not sensed anymore and then rotate so
to move the tip downward. The amount of the rotation is
to be picked by the user. This amount should be smaller
than the error we expect in the estimation of the slope by
the vision system.

Figure 5, actually represent a successful task execution in
which contacts on the tip of the cutter against the plastic
film are intentional and serve as a flag to inform the robot
that the plastic film slope has changed and that it should
adapt its orientation properly. In fact, the task execution is
made of successive transitions between MOVE FORWARD
and ROTATE states.

In order to perform collision classification, the position of
the end-effector in the instant in which the collision is detected
is a required piece of information in our planner. The region
of expected collisions corresponds to the points in which the
pallet profile is known to change the slope. However, these
points are unavoidably affected by uncertainties. It is not trivial
to quantify the actual uncertainty, which may depend not only
on the sensor but also on the changing light conditions, and
even on the specific algorithm used to estimate the pallet film
profile. To account for these uncertainties and increase the
robustness of the algorithm, the region of expected collision
is defined as a left-closed interval centered at the change point
location. The rear, w.r.t. the cutting direction, portion of the
interval has been empirically set to be 2cm wide.

Since the actual contact point lies inside this region, any
collision of the tip against the film happening before the
cutter enters this region would trigger a transition to the COR-
RECTION state, instead of the ROTATE one, thus avoiding
undesirable early rotations as in Fig. 6(a). Nonetheless, the
region is not limited in the direction of the cutting. While a late
rotation would bring the cutter orientation to be non-perfectly
aligned with that of the film, this situation can be robustly
handled by the reactive planner we designed. An example is
shown in Fig. 13, where the cutter rotates after the expected
point and consequently hits the carton box while descending
(see frame 5), but it successfully recovers by properly reacting
to that contact.

Remark: The collision classification and reaction phases can
be based on some prior knowledge of the context, as explained
in [30]. Specifically for our case, the MOVE UPWARDS
reaction to a tip-contact with an object has been designed
under the assumption that the objects lie below the cutter
and their shape is regular, as it is the case for boxes or
cylinders. These cover a vast majority of parcels composing
pallets, as detailed in Section III. However, in the case of an
object showing concavities on its surface, the tip of the cutter
could enter one of these concave regions. Thus, the designed

Fig. 8. Planar representation of the three contact locations that we isolate.
The portion of the cutter interested in the collisions (the tooth) is highlighted
with a red line.

movement upward would not allow freeing it alone. To account
for possible small irregularities on the surface of the objects,
the reaction to a tip-contact against an object also includes a
commanded backward motion for the cutter, to help the tip
exiting these regions.

Note that, for our Collision Classification purpose, few basic
rules based on our knowledge of the context have been defined
and are sufficient to obtain the sought output. In general,
more complex algorithms might be required to perform robot
Collision Classification in different application contexts [61].

D. Collision Detection and Isolation

This section explains collision detection and successive
isolation, the output of which is necessary to the classification
and reaction procedure described in the previous section.

In order to achieve collision detection, we constantly mon-
itor the signals provided by the force and torque sensor at the
wrist of the robot. Hence, a collision is detected whenever the
intensity of the signal exceeds a certain threshold. Note that
the force exerted by the film on the blade during the cut is
usually negligible during normal execution compared to the
intensity of the forces that arise during significant contacts
with the environment.

Whenever a contact is detected, the contact-point location
on the surface of the end-effector is estimated in the isolation
phase. The inputs of the isolation phase are the force and
torque sensor data and the end-effector geometry. The closed-
form solution of the contact point presented in the following
is an adaptation of [31] to our case and leverage the same
hypothesis of single contact point with friction. In other words,
one contact at a time occur on the robot, and only a (not
necessarily normal) force is applied at the contact, where no
pure torques are instead present. All components are expressed
in the sensor frame. In our case, it is sufficient to consider
the planar case, as depicted in Fig. 8. The estimated contact
location is given in a reference frame fixed to the robot
end-effector, referred to as the sensor frame (the x-z frame
in Fig.8). Let us consider that contacts take place on the
tooth of the cutter, highlighted in red in Fig.8. The origin
of the sensor frame is such that zb is the z-coordinate of
the lower horizontal surface of the cutter tooth, za is the z-
coordinate of the upper cutter surface. Let us indicate with
F =

[
Fx Fy Fz

]T
, the force measured by the sensor, with

τ =
[
τx τy τz

]T
the wrench measured by the sensor, and

with C =
[
Cx Cy Cz

]T
the contact force. The contact

point has a position pc =
[
xc yc zc

]T
.
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As in [31], we can write that{
F = C
τ = pc ∧ C,

(5)

where ∧ is the cross product operator, and we are assuming
that no pure torques act at the contact. This means that the
contact happens on a point and not on an extended surface.
As said before, the force exerted by the film on the active
blade during the cut is usually negligible. However, depending
also on the type of plastic film and the number of layers, the
intensity of such a force might be larger. In those cases, it is
possible to suppose that the force exerted by the film on the
blade is constant and, hence, to compensate for it in the sensor
measurements.

Given the measured wrenches and the cutter geometry, and
considering the planar case as in Fig. 8, we can write (5) as:

Fx = Cx

Fz = Cz

τy = zcCx − xcCz.

(6)

Hence, we have:

xc =
zcFx − τy

Fz
, (7)

Referring to Fig.8, we distinguish among the three following
contact cases:

1) contact on the lower surface of the cutter tooth—contact
below: zc = zb in (7), Cz < 0, and xc ≤ xc ≤ x̄c, where
xc and x̄c are the ranges within which xc can vary based
on the geometry of the cutter. The cutter is pushed from
below, typically due to the underlying objects;

2) contact on the upper surface of the cutter tooth—contact
above: zc = za in (7), Cz > 0, xc ≤ xc ≤ x̄c. The cutter
is pushed from upward, typically it tears the plastic film
upwards;

3) tip-contact: Cx > 0, xc is out of the previously defined
bounds. This contact type might be due either to a
collision against the objects or against the plastic film.

The contact-point isolation procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 1.

E. Environment Categorization

Distinguishing between a tip-contact against the plastic film
and a tip-contact against the underlying objects represents
a key feature for planning the robot behavior correctly. We
propose to distinguish between the two cases by looking at
the variation of the interaction force intensity w.r.t. the cutter
displacement when the tip-contact occurred. In this way, we
retrieve information about the stiffness of the environment.
Hence, under the hypothesis that the objects are always stiffer
than the plastic film, it is possible to distinguish between
the two by looking at the estimated stiffness values and then
classify the tip-contacts accordingly.

More specifically, consider that the cutter moves along a
direction s and that its tip makes contact with the environment.
Moving forward, the cutter deforms the objects of a quantity
∆s. Let us model the environment as a spring with stiffness

Algorithm 1 Estimation of the contact location
Input za, zb, F, τ
Output Contact Location

1: function COLLISION ISOLATION (za, zb, F, τ )
2: if Fz < 0 then
3: zc = zb
4: xc ← Eq.(7)
5: switch xc:
6: case ∈ [xc, x̄c]
7: return Below
8: case < xc

9: return Tip
10: case > x̄c

11: return Error
12: if Fz > 0 then
13: zc = za
14: xc ← Eq.(7)
15: switch xc:
16: case ∈ [xc, x̄c]
17: return Above
18: case < xc

19: return Tip
20: case > x̄c

21: return Error

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of a collision between the tip of the cutter
and the environment.

Ke (see Fig. 9 for a schematic representation). Since the
collision occurred, the robot end-effector senses a force in the
s direction of intensity Fs = Ke∆s. Eventually, we compute
the value of Ke by differentiating Fs w.r.t. the motion of the
end-effector along s since collision detection.

F. Film Engagement
The very first phase of the unwrapping task consists of the

approaching phase and ends with the engagement of the plastic
film. In this sort of initialization phase, indicated as FILM
ENGAGEMENT in Fig. 7, the robot has positioned the cutter
above a region of the parcels that is not wrapped by the plastic
film. The corresponding location on the parcels is assumed
to be known by the robot, since the reliable identification of
the objects covered in plastic by those uncovered is still an
open challenge in the perception literature and is out of the
scope of this work (see also Sec. III). Then, the cutter moves
perpendicular to the surface of the pallet until it touches it
(a contact below is detected). This is the only time a contact
below is intentional, and it triggers a forward motion until the
cutter engages the plastic film. The force measurements allow
establishing the film engagement. Indeed, when the plastic
film is engaged, the blade is initially turned off, so that the
film enters between the blade and the tooth of the cutter. By
doing so, it exerts a force against the blade of the cutter that
opposes the forward motion of the cutter. Finally, after the film
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Fig. 10. Validation of the contact-point estimation. The values on top of the
screenshots are estimated using the software Kinovea, while the second graph
is the result of the estimation algorithm 1.

engagement is detected thanks to the force exerted by the film,
the blade is activated. At this point, the cutter moves slightly
upward, not to unnecessarily slide further on the objects and
possibly damage them. Then, the cut takes place. The robot
enters the ROTATE state to align itself to the slope of the
plastic film, then moves to the MOVE FORWARD state, and
so on.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

For the experiments, we used a Franka Emika Panda robotic
manipulator [62] equipped with an ATI mini45 force and
torque sensor at the wrist. The control law used on the robot is
a compliance controller15, which does not require the feedback
of the external wrench. The result is non-decoupled operational
space dynamics with no possibility to reshape the inertia
matrix. The control gives the possibility to tune the diagonal
impedance K, and, chosen a critically damped behavior,
automatically set the damping matrix D. As for the impedance
values, they have been chosen as in [8]: Kx = 500N/m,
Ky = 400N/m, and Kz = 200N/m. These values allow for
a reasonably precise position of the robot in free motion and
for a sufficiently compliant behavior when it is in contact with
the environment.

The vision algorithm and the planner work on a laptop PC
running Ubuntu 16.04 Linux with an Intel CORE i7-8750H
2.2GHz and an NVidia RTX 2080 Max-Q 8GB GPU. The
reactive planner has been implemented in Matlab-Simulink.
State Flow has been used to implement the finite-state ma-
chine. The Simulink scheme runs at a frequency of 50 Hz.
Matlab-Simulink interfaces with ROS: from one side, it reads
force and torque data from the sensor, and the end-effector
pose from the robot; from the other side, it sends the reference
trajectory commands to the robot controller. The ATI mini45
custom interface was used to set the cutoff frequency at 5 Hz
and to remove constant bias at the beginning of the operations,
before mounting the end-effector. The ATI mini45 custom
interface was used to set the cutoff frequency at 5 Hz and to
remove constant bias at the beginning of the operations, before
mounting the end-effector. Then, after the e-e is mounted, the
sensor measurements are gravity-compensated for the mass of
the e-e, thanks to a ROS node that continuously compute the
e-e contribution in the sensor frame.

15Code available at https://github.com/CentroEPiaggio/franka softbots

A. Validation of the Contact Isolation Procedure

First, we present some results to validate algorithm 1. These
tests are aimed at validating the isolation algorithm under the
hypothesis described in Sec. IV-D. However, proof of robust-
ness of the contact isolation when those hypotheses are relaxed
are represented by complete task execution experiments in Sec.
V-C. The geometric parameters of the cutter have been set as
z1 = 0.105m and z2 = 0.1m. The experiments consisted of
touching the cutting end-effector in a series of points while
recording the measurements of the force and torque sensor.
Hence, the position of the contact point on the end-effector
has been estimated thanks to algorithm 1 and compared with
the position estimated through image processing leveraging
the software Kinovea. The results of one of the collision
isolation test is illustrated in Fig. 10, where both the estimate
of xc provided by algorithm 1 and by image processing are
reported. The location of the contact point is computed only
when a collision is detected. The collision detection threshold
has been set equal to 3N. Only if the intensity of the measured
forces exceeds the threshold, a collision is positively detected.
The estimation is affected by a little bias, but it is capable of
distinguishing among the three cases in Fig. 8 in an effective
way. Indeed, the tip contact produces an estimated value of
xc that is considerably out of the geometric parameters of
the cutter. The signal is cut in correspondence with the tip-
contact to fit the scale in order to appreciate the rest of the
signal evolution. For the sake of completeness, we report that
the minimum value reached by the cut signal is −0.36m.

Even though the estimation of the contact point is not
extremely accurate, it allows us to reliably distinguish between
tip- and non-tip- contacts. The distinction between contacts
above and below the cutter, in our case, can always rely upon
the evaluation of the reaction forces. In fact, a contact above
always corresponds to a force (exerted by the plastic) that
pushes the tooth downward (Fz > 0), while a contact below
always corresponds to a force (exerted by the objects) that
pushes the tooth upward, against the blade (Fz < 0). The
sensor frame is depicted in Fig. 8. Based on the validation
of the contact-point location as shown, e.g., in Fig. 10, lower
and upper bounds of xc = 0.07m and x̄c = −0.07m has been
set to reliably distinguish collisions below or above the tooth
from those on the tip.

B. Validation of Environment Categorization

In this section, we report the results of experiments that
validate the procedure proposed in Section IV-E to decide
whether tip-contacts take place against the plastic film or
the objects. Such a distinction is based on the estimation
of the stiffness of the material with which the cutter makes
contact. The underlying assumption is that the stiffness of
the objects on the pallet is higher than that of the plastic
film. From Fig. 11, it is possible to see that the estimated
stiffness of a carton box and that of the plastic film are
different, as expected. We report here experiments with a
carton box as a worst-case scenario. In fact, other objects
that we employ for the experiments, e.g., metal bins, are
even stiffer, and thus distinguish them from the plastic film

https://github.com/CentroEPiaggio/franka_softbots
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 11. Environment categorization: (a) Contact against a carton box; (b) Contact against a plastic bottle; (c) Contact against one layer of plastic film.
(d) Contact against four layers of plastic film. We show the plot of the variation of the measured force in the direction of the motion, Fs, w.r.t. the cutter
displacement, s, whenever a tip-contact is isolated; it is possible to appreciate that its value is higher by at least one order of magnitude when the contact is
against a box or a plastic bottle than when it is against the film, even for multiple layers of plastic.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12. (a) Objects wrapped in a plastic film. (b) Point cloud of the wrapped objects on a table acquired by two RGB-D cameras. (c) The point cloud
elaboration to estimate the profile of the film. In red is the convex hull of the projected points, where the table has been excluded.

should result easier. Nonetheless, it is worth noting how the
experiments with plastic bottles made of r-PET show that it is
still possible to distinguish them from the plastic film. In the
experiments reported in the remainder of the paper, we reliably
distinguish between objects and plastic film by defining a
stiffness threshold equal to 1000N/m. A buffer is used so that
at least 4 consecutive samples must be over/under the threshold
for a tip-contact to be classified into object/plastic-film contact.
In this way, the classification is more robust to noise that may
generate outliers, at the expense of some reactiveness. In fact,
the result is that the classification of the tip-contacts between
contacts against the plastic and against the object runs at 12.5
Hz. Furthermore, from the experiment in Fig. 11, we show that
the same threshold is valid for distinguishing the estimated
stiffness of the carton box from that of multiple layers of the
plastic film (4 overlapped layers have been used). In Fig. 13,
we show that the robot successfully unwraps a pallet wrapped
with four plastic layers. Clearly, this method is not suitable
for parcels that are not considerably stiffer than the wrapping
film. For instance, it might not reliably discriminate between
soft sacks or bags on the pallet and the plastic film that wraps
them.

C. Validation of the Overall Method

After verifying that all the phases of the contact man-
agement pipeline work satisfactorily, we tested the overall
unwrapping strategy. Every time an accidental collision with
the plastic film is detected, the amount of rotation performed as
a correction of the end-effector orientation is equal to 10deg.
After experimental evaluation, this parameter has been found
as a good trade-off. In fact, the amount of corrective rotation
should not be too large, and hence greater than the end-effector
alignment error, or too small, making a lot of subsequent
corrections necessary, thus increasing the execution time.

First, in Fig. 12(b) we provide the point cloud of the
generally shaped pallet shown in Fig. 12(a). The point cloud
of the wrapped items has been collected using two RealSense
cameras. While the cameras perceive the objects, due to the
transparency of the plastic film, depending on the environ-
mental conditions, we cannot be sure to be able to collect the
overall point cloud of the plastic itself. Hence, we estimate
the profile of the film by supposing that it distributes along
the convex hull of the objects. Should the transparent film
be undetectable by the vision system due to adverse light
conditions, the convex hull of the object point cloud would
still return an estimation of the plastic film profile. Fig. 12(c),
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Fig. 13. (a) Significant instants of the unwrapping of a pallet composed of metal bins and wrapped in four layers of plastic film. (b) Corresponding identified
contacts and the desired (dotted line) and actual (solid line) pose of the robot end-effector. The pose is expressed in a frame fixed to the base of the robot,
with the x-axis pointing towards the reader, the z-axis pointing upwards, and the y-axis computed accordingly. Each frame in (a) is labeled with a colored
number that puts it in relation with the corresponding event in (b).

in particular, shows the convex hull (red points) of the point
cloud, extracted using Matlab Computer Vision Toolbox. The
red broken line that connects the points on the convex hull
is a starting point for the trajectory of the robot end-effector.
Even though it may constitute a rough approximation of the
actual film profile and so of the path required to successfully
unwrap the pallet, the reactive planning strategy that we
presented enables online autonomous correction of the end-
effector trajectory to adapt to the actual film slope.

We tested the proposed autonomous unwrapping method in
many different conditions, obtaining positive results. We used
the system on both cuboid and stepped pallets. The objects
employed in the experiments include cuboid and cylindrical

items of different materials and dimensions: specifically, metal
bins and carton boxes.

We here report the description and results for two experi-
ments, in which the pallets differ in overall shape, object mate-
rial and shape, and thickness of the wrapping layer. Videos of
more cases are reported in the multimedia material attached.
Please note that, despite the tension of the manually wrapped
film changes among the different pallets and in different
regions of the same pallet, and it even varies in time during
the cut execution, the environment categorization robustly
discriminates the film. The results are shown through photo
sequences of significant instants of the task execution and
through plots of the end-effector pose, of the detected, isolated,
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Fig. 14. (a) Significant instants of the unwrapping of a homogeneous cuboid pallet composed of metal bins. (b) Corresponding identified contacts and the
desired (dotted line) and actual (solid line) pose of the robot end-effector. The pose is expressed in a frame fixed to the base of the robot, with the x-axis
pointing towards the reader, the z-axis pointing upwards, and the y-axis computed accordingly. Each frame in (a) is labeled with a colored number that relates
it to the corresponding event in (b).
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Fig. 15. Box plots of the data computed during the experiments. From left
to right, the execution time, the arc-length of the Cartesian path, and the
corresponding Cartesian velocity of the cutter. The red line represents the
median value of the data.

and classified contacts, and plots showing the evolution of the
states of the finite-state machine presented in Section IV-B
during the task execution.

1) Stepped pallet: First, Fig. 13 shows the unwrapping
of a stepped pallet made by carton boxes with different
configurations and wrapped in four overlapped plastic layers.
The robot starts the task moving downward, executing the first
phase of film engagement. Once the top surface of the objects
is reached, the robot senses a contact below and starts moving
forward to engage the film (frame 1). The robot continues
moving forward until a tip-contact with the plastic film is
sensed in the region of changing slope of the plastic layers
(frame 2) triggering the rotation of the cutter to adapt the
trajectory to the new slope (frame 3). It can be noted that the
robot, once finishing rotating, moves forward until a collision
with the box is detected (frame 5). Indeed, a non-perfect
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estimation of the slope of the plastic film by the 3D camera
would prevent the robot from completing the task if no ap-
propriate corrective strategies are implemented. Nevertheless,
the reactive strategy proposed in this paper allows the robot
to adapt its motion and respond to the accidental collision by
moving upwards until a contact above is sensed (frame 6).
Then, the robot can continue the cutting operation, rotating
again once a tip-contact with the plastic is sensed (frame 7)
and eventually completing the task (frame 8).

2) Cuboid pallet: Fig.14, instead, reports the results of an
experiment in which our robot performs the unwrapping of a
cuboid pallet composed of metal bins.

As shown in the figure, the robot starts the task, moving
downward to initiate the film engagement. It then reaches the
top surface of the objects and consequently senses a contact
below and starts moving forward to engage the film (frames
1 and 2). Once the film is engaged, the cutter is activated and
continues moving forward until the robot detects an accidental
collision between the tip of the cutter and an object, as shown
in frame 3. Indeed, the metal bins that compose the cuboid
pallet show some irregularities in their top surface, i.e., a ridge
along the rim. The cutter collides with the rim during the task
execution but, instead of remaining stuck, it carries out the
cut successfully by detecting the contact and appropriately
reacting to it by moving upwards until a collision above
is detected. When the obstacle is overcome, the robot goes
back to the MOVE FORWARD state (see, e.g., frame 4) until
reaching the corner of the pallet where it senses a tip-contact
against the plastic film (frame 5) and rotates accordingly. This
experiment shows how the proposed reactive planner allows
rotating at the right moment when the cutter arrives at the
edge of the top surface of the pallet, the most critical point in
the unwrapping of cuboid pallets carried out in the previous
work, [8]. Eventually, after rotating, a contact above is detected
(frame 6) so that the cutter moves downward (frame 7) and
the task is completed successfully (frame 8).

VI. DISCUSSION ON PERFORMANCE

In this section, we present some considerations and discus-
sion on the current performance of the proposed system. We
also compare the performance of the robotic solution with the
one of a human operator performing the same task.

In Table II, we report time performance indexes computed
on a total of 15 unwrapping experiments. Fig. 15 contains
the box plots of the time performance data. Specifically, L is
the arc length of the three-dimensional Cartesian path of the
cutter during the task execution; T is the time for the robot
to complete the cut; V is the robot Cartesian speed computed
from the ratio of the two previously introduced quantities. L̄,
T̄ , and V̄ are the corresponding average values. Note that L
and L̄ depend on the plastic film profile, thus on the specific
pallet, and also on the amount of uncertainty, which causes
corrective movements of the cutter itself. Rotations on the spot
do not contribute to increment the arc length, but they increase
the execution time. As expected, the standard deviations σL

and σT are comparable (about 20% of the corresponding mean
values) while σV is considerably smaller (about 1.7% of V̄ ),

TABLE II
TIME PERFORMANCE INDEXES

T̄ (s) σT (s) L̄ (m) σL (m) V̄ (m/s) σV (m/s)

50.9 12.7 1.155 0.257 0.023 0.004

TABLE III
COMPARISON WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF A HUMAN OPERATOR

L̄ (m) T̄ (s) T̄H (s) V̄ (m/s) V̄H (m/s)

1.138 49.4 11.2 0.023 0.102

being the speed less dependent from the pallet shape. In the
time performance analysis, we considered the time related to
the robot motion speed. The overall execution time should then
include the time taken by the vision system to estimate the
pallet profile, that is about 3 seconds in the current setup. The
execution time and the performance may be reduced through
state-of-the-art optimal planning techniques [63], [64], even
though it might be necessary to find the right trade-off between
performance and safety, so as to reduce the risk of damaging
pallet objects during the cutting operation. Note, however, that
time optimization has not been the focus of the work, so the
robot has not been pushed to its limits. It is also important to
point out that these data do not consider the time needed by
the perception system to estimate the profile of the pallet.

A. Performance Benchmarking

The performance indexes on the operating time presented
beforehand were compared to the ones obtained by human
operators performing the same task.

We recorded 6 experiments of manual task executions by
a gender-diversified couple of non-skilled human operators
using the same cutting end-effector of the robot. From our
data, we retrieve that the average velocity needed for the
robotic platform to match the human execution time on the
same pallet should be equal to 0.102 m/s, which is about 4
times higher than our current average cutting speed of the
robot on a comparable pallet. Table III shows the average
pallet arc length, the average execution time of the robot
on that specific pallet, L, and of the human, LH , and their
average unwrapping speeds, where VH is the human operators’
one. Even though the performance of our solution are still
not comparable to the ones of the human operator, it can be
observed as the target velocity obtained from this limited set of
experiments, i.e., 0.102 m/s, is well below the operating limits
of the robotic arm we employed16, meaning that the target
velocity is feasible with the current setup. Note that there are
other motivations than the velocity of execution to automate
the unwrapping tasks, as discussed in Section I, and that the
human speed likely depends on both the operator ability (our
tests have been executed with non-expert nor trained operators)
and its physical conditions (e.g., past working hours, which
were zero for our operators). Nonetheless, increasing the
performance of the system so as to, at least, match the one of
a human operator is one of the aspects that should be dealt
with in the future.

16https://frankaemika.github.io/docs/control parameters.html

https://frankaemika.github.io/docs/control_parameters.html
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an autonomous robotic solution to the
unwrapping task. The unwrapping task consists of removing
the plastic films that are wrapped around the items stacked
on pallets in warehouses. Either in the current industrial
scenario or in the latest research results, the robotization of
such a task still represents an open problem. The solution
we propose has reduced dimensions and consists of a robotic
manipulator equipped with a custom cutting end-effector. The
resulting (potentially easily relocatable) platform has a reduced
footprint, not limiting the efficiency of the warehouse, which
is one of the main problems of the solutions available in
the market nowadays. In this work, we integrate into the
system a force and torque sensor that we use to develop a
reactive planning strategy based on contact detection, isolation,
and classification. The new strategy makes the task execution
effective and robust to uncertainties, while allowing also
the unwrapping of heterogeneous, irregularly shaped pallets.
The efficacy of the proposed method is validated through
experiments. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed
solution satisfactorily addresses the previously unsolved issue
of autonomously unwrapping irregularly shaped pallets. While
we do not intend to claim that the proposed solution is
exhaustive for all real-world possible scenarios, we think that
it represents a valid contribution in the direction of automating
the concerned logistic process.

A. Future Work
In the future, an additional degree of freedom, e.g., a

prismatic joint at the base of the robot, will be integrated to
augment the robot workspace in the vertical direction. In fact,
real-world pallets may reach considerable heights. On the other
hand, the workspace of the robot in the horizontal plane will
be extended by suitable control of a mobile base integrated to
the platform. An important feature to be integrated with the
proposed system is a film removal mechanism as the ones em-
ployed in state-of-the-art solutions. Furthermore, a perception
system capable of distinguishing the regions covered in plastic
from the uncovered ones will be investigated. The platform
will be tested, and its time efficiency evaluated, in a real-
world scenario, which remains the final test-bed for such a
technology.
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